TURBULENCE Supply List & Preparation
Designed and Taught by Linda Warren
Questions: iqquilts@yahoo.com
Photo of quilt sample: www.LindaWarrenDesigns.com
Choose Fabrics: (Wall hanging approx. size 40” x 40”)
You will need NINE different fabrics, four in one color family (A), and four in a contrasting color
family (B), and one that will stand out against all the others (C). In this pattern ¼ yard is NOT
the same as one fat quarter. If you are using fat quarters, you will need TWO of each:
Color A (Teal blue in sample quilt)
A1:
Light or medium light
A2:
Light or medium light
A3:
Dark or medium dark
A4:
Dark or medium dark

¼ yard (or 2 FQ)
¼ yard "
¼ yard "
¼ yard "

Color B (Rusty orange in sample quilt)
B1:
Light or medium light
B2:
Light or medium light
B3:
Dark or medium dark
B4:
Dark or medium dark

¼ yard
¼ yard
¼ yard
¼ yard

"
"
"
"

Color C
C
Background

1 yard (includes enough for a narrow border)
For binding in C, purchase an extra ½ yard.
A and B fabrics can be large or medium-scale prints, but avoid directional prints and small-scale
prints with a regular, orderly pattern. For more depth and interest, choose some A fabrics that
contain a little of color B and/or some B fabrics that contain a little of color A. Fabric C should
contrast sharply in value from your A and B fabrics (much darker or much lighter). It should read
as solid. We will spend time at the beginning of class going over fabric selection. That's why
I'm having you precut only ONE square of each fabric. We will cut out the first block and
"audition" your fabrics. Bring extra fabrics from your stash that you think might work as
substitutes.
Prepare:
! Pre-wash (optional), dry and press all fabrics.
! Put new needle in machine.
! Wind two bobbins.
Cut Fabrics:
Cut one 8” square from each fabric A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, B2, B3, and B4.
Cut one 2⅛” strip C. Cut the strip into 2⅛” squares.
The remainder of the cutting will be done later. Bring all fabrics to class.
Bring:
!
!
!
!

Basic Sewing Supplies: Machine with manual, cutter, mat, square ruler at least 8".
Medium value, neutral color thread that will blend in with your fabrics.
Fabrics as described above, including pre-cut pieces and leftover fabric.
"Turbulence" pattern. If you have it, read through it before coming.
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